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Ligand-field effects for the 3p photoelectron spectra of Cr2O3
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A major reason for the departure of core level X-ray photoelectron spectra~XPS! of transition metal cations
in oxides from the predictions of atomic models is shown to arise from ligand field splittings in the initial state
of photoemission. This splitting often leads to a change in the spatial degeneracy of the initial state but the
consequences of this for XPS have not been explicitly identified in prior work. Further changes arise from
ligand field splittings in the core-hole final states. Results are reported for non-empirical, cluster model many
body wavefunctions for the 3p XPS of Cr2O3 . The agreement of the theoretical cluster model XPS with
experiment is considerably improved over the pure atomic model. Furthermore, the treatment allows screening
of the core hole through changes in the covalent character of the cluster orbitals. This is quite different from the
usual description of screening in oxides within the framework of charge transfer configurations and it offers
new insights into the role of charge transfer for satellite structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relative importance of intra- and inter-atomic effe
continue to pose problems for interpreting X-Ray Photoem
sion Spectra~XPS! of transition metal, TM, ionic crystals.1–5

These problems need to be resolved in order to use XP
interpret materials properties6 including the effective oxida-
tion state of the metal cation.7 The many-electron atomic
contributions for the 2p, 3p, and 3s XPS of 3d TM’s have
been studied extensively; see, e.g., Refs. 1, 5, 8, and 9
particular, the Gupta and Sen8 calculations for the 2p XPS of
several TM cations have been used to model the TM ox
tion state in various complexes.10–12 However, inter-atomic
effects also contribute to the XPS.6,13–21 In this paper, we
identify and establish the importance of condensed ph
physical mechanisms that have not been explicitly relate
XPS spectra in previous work based either onab initio4,13 or
on parametrized, model Hamiltonian14,17,18,21cluster model
studies. These mechanisms involve the ligand field splitti
of the TM d shell and the covalent, bonding and an
bonding, mixing of TMd and ligandp orbitals.

Of particular importance is the change in the spatial
generacy of the initial state of the opend shell compound
from that of the isolated TM cation due to the presence of
crystal field. We have examined this effect by studying
Cr 3p XPS in Cr2O3 using a CrO6 cluster model. While the
Cr31 3d3 cation has a4F initial state with a 7 fold spatial
degeneracy, this spatial degeneracy is removed in the p
ence of the crystal field and the initial state of CrO6 is the
spatially nondegenerate4A2 . The crystal field splitting of the
d-levels is well known.22 Semi-empirical cluster model stud
ies of the XPS of TM complexes have included parameter
represent this crystal field splitting;2~a!,17,18,21 one of these
studies21 was for the Cr 2p and 3p XPS of Cr2O3 . However,
to our knowledge, the direct connection of the lowering
the spatial degeneracy of the TM cation to the characte
the XPS spectra has not been addressed previously. I
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earlier study5 of atomic many-body effects for Cr31, we
showed that the spatial degeneracy of the initial state yiel
a complex and rich 3p XPS spectrum that had significan
deviations from the XPS observed fora-Cr2O3 . In this pa-
per, we present results for a strictlyab initio treatment of an
embedded CrO6 cluster model ofa-Cr2O3 that reduces this
complexity, especially for the low binding energy, BE, regio
of the spectra and improves agreement of the theory w
experiment. In particular, we show that the4A2 ligand field
split initial state is a major, perhaps the dominant, conden
phase effect on the XPS of Cr 3p for a-Cr2O3 .

A second novel feature of the present work relates to
role of charge transfer, CT, especially as it contributes to
XPS satellite structure. This CT from ligands to the TMd
shell is a key inter-atomic effect for the core–hole fin
states. It is often described in terms of configurations wh
there is no CT,dn, or where there is full CT,dn11LI , where
LI indicates a ligand hole.6,17–21 The final, core–hole, state
WF’s are written as mixtures ofdn and dn11LI
configurations;13–15,17,18,21although, in extreme cases, the
nal states are considered to be entirelydn or dn11LI .19,20 In
this theoretical formulation, thed orbital is considered as a
pure metal orbital and theL is considered as a pure ligan
hole. In fact, the dominantlyd and the dominantly ligand
orbitals are not pure but are mixtures with a bonding a
anti-bonding character.22,23 For our ab initio 3p-hole state
CrO6 cluster WF’s, we find that this mixing is considerab
different for the initial and final state WF’s. Although we d
find a large O(2p) to Cr(3d) CT for the core–hole states
the increase in the number of Cr(3d) electrons arises largely
because of changes in the composition of closed shell, do
nantly O(2p), orbitals. Thus, this CT may not contribute t
low lying satellites as it does in the usual model based ondn

anddn11LI configurations.
Key computational, methodological, and theoretical

pects of our work are discussed in the following section, S
©2004 The American Physical Society12-1
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II. The theoretical and experimental results for the Crp
XPS are compared and discussed in Sec. III and our con
sions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Our materials model for Cr2O3 is an embedded CrO6
cluster with 22 ~anion! and 13 ~cation! point charges
~PC’s! placed at 429 lattice sites within a 10 Å radius of t
central Cr atom. The atoms and PC’s have the corund
crystal structure.24 Although, due to covalent bonding, th
Madelung potential is less for the real crystal than for
cluster model, the use of formal charges is not expecte
introduce artifacts. The charge on the cluster is29, consis-
tent with the nominal ionicities. The symmetry of the embe
ded cluster is C3 and it is distorted from cubic, Oh , symme-
try. Since these distortions are relatively minor, we use
simpler nomenclature for Oh when we describe the cluste
WF’s.

The CrO6 orbitals were obtained by solution of Hartree
Fock ~HF! equations for the average of configuratio
for initial, 3p63d3, and 3p-hole final, 3p53d3, config-
urations;1,5 the cluster 3d orbitals are split intot2g and eg
and they are anti-bonding combinations of Cr(3d) and
O(2p).23,24 With these orbitals, configuration interactio
~CI! WF’s were determined for all distributions of the ope
shell electrons within the open shell spaces;1,5 for the
3p-hole WF’s, only configurations with 5 electrons in the 3p
orbitals were included in the CI WF’s. For the CrO6 initial
state, we also optimized the orbitals for the HF WF of t
ground 4A2 multiplet. The overlap of this HF WF with the
CI WF for the average of configuration orbitals is 0.9
showing that the approximation of using averaged orbital
highly accurate. These complete open shell CI WF’s inclu
the many body effects arising from angular momentum c
pling and recoupling within the open shells.1,5,25 The selec-
tion rule is that XPS transitions are allowed only to 3p-hole
configurations where the opend shell is t2g

3 (4A2) as in the
initial state. The 3p5, or t1u

5 , couples to2T1 and the XPS
allowed 3p-hole final states are either5T2 or 3T2 multiplets.
Within the p5d3 manifold, there are 45T2 and 19 3T2 con-
figurations but only one of each spin is allowed. Howev
the allowed configurations can mix into all of the 45T2 or all
of the 19 3T2 final state CI WF’s. The relative intensitie
I rel , are obtained from the initial state and final state CI W
with the Sudden Approximation~SA! modified by the final
state multiplicities, 3 or 5.3,26

III. DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 compare nonrelativistic theoreticalp
XPS for free Cr31 and the CrO6 cluster with experiment for
a-Cr2O3 ; see Iltonet al.5 for experimental details. In orde
to compare theory with experiment, the SAI rel are broadened
with a mixed 50% Gaussian–50% Lorentzian to yield a
1.1 eV full width at half maximum and the positions of th
peaks are rigidly shifted by a constant energy to obtain
best match with the experimental XPS. In the figures,
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show the broadened contributions from individual final ion
states or, when the states are close together, from clo
spaced groups of final ionic states. In addition, a full the
retical curve that shows the sum of these individual con
butions is also given.

The nonrelativistic and fully relativistic results for fre
Cr31 are very similar;5 relativistic effects should also be m
nor for the 3p XPS of CrO6. However, the free Cr31 and the
embedded CrO6 XPS are very different, where the cluste
model is more consistent with experiment for Cr2O3 , espe-
cially in the region near the leading edge of the Cr 3p XPS.
It is clear from Fig. 1 that the free Cr31 ion does not yield a
good approximation to the experimental XPS in this regio
The full theoretical envelope has a pronounced doublet w
a splitting of;1.5 eV at the leading edge. This is not at a
consistent with experiment and it is not possible to align t
doublet in a unique way with the leading edge of the expe

FIG. 1. A comparison of XPS from theory~smooth lines! for
free Cr31 with experiment for Cr2O3 . Lifetime and instrumental
broadening are included in the theoretical XPS spectra. The br
ened contributions for individual final states or for closely spac
groups of final states are shown and the full theoretical envel
represents the sum of the individual contributions.

FIG. 2. A comparison of XPS from theory~smooth lines!
for embedded CrO6 with experiment for Cr2O3 ; see the caption
to Fig. 1.
2-2
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mental spectrum. The major contribution to this doub
comes from different orbital angular momentum couplings
thed-shell 3d3(4F) with the core–hole 3p5(2P); the signifi-
cance of this angular momentum coupling for the atom w
be considered below. On the other hand, the CrO6 embedded
cluster model of Cr2O3 yields a theoretical 3p XPS that is
more consistent with experiment. For both theory and exp
ment, there is a dominant main peak and a lower inten
satellite at;2 eV relative to the main peak; although th
agreement of theory and experiment is not perfect, the us
the cluster model gives a major improvement. We consi
the physical reasons that the ligand field splitting leads
these large changes in the XPS.

In Table I, we illustrate the ligand and crystal field effec
on energies and degeneracies by showing the calculatedErel
for the high spin, initial state multiplets of both Cr31 and
CrO6. The crystal field of Cr2O3 splits 4F into 4A2 , 4T2 ,
and 4T1 multiplets while4P goes to4T1 .23 The combination
of crystal and ligand field effects that lift the degeneracy
the 4F multiplet are comparable to the atomic angular m
mentum couplings27 that split the 4F and 4P multiplets.28

The quartet multiplets shown in Table I are the only init
state couplings that can lead to high spin coupled, quin
3p-hole final configurations.1,3,5 We examine these quinte
states in detail to understand how the ligand field splitt
dramatically changes the XPS.

For free Cr31, the 3p XPS allowed high spin final stat
multiplets are 5G, 5F, and 5D arising from the angular
momentum coupling of 3p5(2P) and 3d3(4F).5,27 In addi-
tion, there is an XPS forbidden5D multiplet arising from
3p5(2P)3d3(4P); the allowed and forbidden5D configura-
tions mix to form the final state WF’s,5D1 and 5D2 , and the
XPS intensity to the allowed5D multiplet is shared betwee
these two final states. In Table II, we give theErel and XPS
I rel for these four high spin 3p-hole multiplets. TheI rel for
the allowed 5G, 5F, and 5D multiplets are, to a good ap
proximation, proportional to the statistical weights of t
multiplets, (2S11)3(2L11).29,30 Thus, see Table II,
I rel(

5G):I rel(
5F):I rel(

5D1)1I rel(
5D2) is 9:7:5 with the 5G

multiplet carrying the largest intensity. In sharp contrast,
CrO6 , there is only one allowed high spin final state multi
let, 5T2 , arising from the coupling of 3p5(2T1u) with
t2g
3 (4A2).23 This multiplet29 is the linear combination of the

XPS allowed5G, 5F, and 5D multiplets that carries all the
intensity when the initial 3d3 state is coupled to4A2 .

TABLE I. Theoretical relative energies,Erel in eV, for high spin,
quartet, multiplets of free Cr31 and embedded CrO6 .

Cr31 CrO6

Erel Erel
a

4F 0 4A2 0
4P 2.16 4T2 1.83

4T1 2.85–2.86
4T1 4.54–4.55

aThe energy ranges for the4T multiplets indicate the small devia
tions from Oh symmetry.
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There are three XPS forbidden5T2 multiplets23 that arise
from the coupling of 3p5(2T1u) with t2g

2 (3T1)eg
1(2E);4T1 ,

t2g
2 (3T1)eg

1(2E);4T2 , and t2g
1 (2T2)eg

2(3A2);4T1 . These four
5T2 configurations mix to form the 3p-hole WF’s denoted
5T2(a) to 5T2(d) whoseErel and I rel are given in Table II.
The XPS allowed configuration is the dominant contributi
to the first final state and only 12% of the intensity is lost
the other final states. It is clear that reducing the symmetr
the initial state from the spatially degenerate4F for free
Cr31 to the spatially nondegenerate4A2 for CrO6 dramati-
cally reduces the complexity of the high spin coupled X
peaks and, for CrO6, a single final state dominates the 3p
XPS.

For the low spin coupled 3p-hole states, the XPS allowe
configuration; 3p5(2T1) coupled with t2g

3 (4A2) to 3T2 , is

exchange split from the allowed5T2 configuration by 4K̄

(3p,t2g)'10 eV, whereK̄ is an average exchange integr
between the 3p and t2g orbitals.23,27 However, in contrast to
the high spin final states where the intensity goes domina
to a single multiplet, for the low spin states, it is distribut
into several3T2 states over a range of 20 eV. The largest3T2
I rel is to multiplets atErel52.2 and 19.9 eV, whereErel50 is
the lowest5T2 state. The XPS allowed3T2 configuration has
a weight of;25% in each of these two states; the remain
50% of the weight is distributed over several other3T2 mul-
tiplets and its weight for any individual multiplet is less tha
10%. Thus, the allowed low spin configuration is not t
dominant term in any final state. For the 3p XPS of several
free TM cations,25 it has also been found that the allowe
low spin 3p-hole configurations were distributed over se
eral multiplets; however, the mixing was not as extreme
that found for CrO6. Furthermore, the low spin contribution
to the XPS are quite different between free Cr31 and the
CrO6 model of Cr2O3 ; see Figs. 1 and 2, and Table II t
separate the high and low spin contributions. These dif
ences arise:~1! From the different XPS selection rules for th
spatially degenerate 3d3(4F) initial state of free Cr31 and
for the spatially nondegeneratet2g

3 (4A2g) initial state of
CrO6, and~2! from the ligand field splittings of the 3p-hole
configurations.

Overall, Fig. 2 shows that there is reasonable agreem
between the theoretical XPS for CrO6 and experiment. The
general problem is that the higher theoretical peaks are a
high Erel by ;1 – 3 eV. Thus, instead of the experiment
shoulder atErel;1.3 eV, theory gives a satellite atErel

TABLE II. Energies,Erel in eV, and intensities,I rel , for the 3p
XPS of Cr31 and CrO6 ; Erel50 andI rel51 for the lowest 3p-hole
state.

Cr31 CrO6

Erel I rel Erel
a I rel

5D1 0 1 5T2(a) 0–0.07 1
5F 0.81 2.42 5T2(b) 2.54–2.56 0.04
5G 2.33 3.11 5T2(c) 2.57–2.59 0.06

5D2 6.43 0.73 5T2(d) 6.58–6.62 0.04

aSee the footnote to Table I.
2-3
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;2.5 eV; the theoretical peaks atErel;7.5 and 15 eV can be
assigned to observed peaks atErel;5 and;12 eV, respec-
tively. However, it is difficult to reconcile the theoretica
peak atErel;20 eV with any of the observed features.
Ref. 21, anad hocenergy dependent lifetime parameter f
the 3p-hole peaks is used to broaden the intensity of
calculated peak atErel;20 eV. The physical basis for thi
approach needs to be tested by extending our nonempi
CI model to include additional many-body effects and
improved treatment of the condensed phase.

At this point, we consider the nature of the final sta
core-hole screening as shown by the character of the C6
WF’s. This screening is included in our treatment of Cr6
through covalent mixing, primarily, of the ligand O(2p) and
the Crt2g andeg 3d orbitals. The fully occupiedt2g andeg ,
dominantly ligand, orbitals have bonding character while
partially occupied orbitals are dominantly Cr 3d and have
anti-bonding character.22,23The number of Cr 3d electrons in
the cluster WF’s,Nd(Proj), is obtained as the expectatio
value of a projection operator.31 In Table III, we give
Nd(Proj) for the initial, 4A2 , and for the lowest 3p-hole
final state of CrO6; the contribution toNd(Proj) from the
open shell, dominantly Cr 3d, t2g and eg , orbitals is also
given. For the initial state, the decrease ofNd(Proj) for the
t2g
3 orbitals from the nominal value of 3 indicates a mode

;5%, ligand character in these orbitals. The total count od
electronsNd(Proj)53.46 arises because of the bonding ch
acter of the filled, dominantly ligand, orbitals of botht2g and
eg symmetry. For the lowest 3p-hole state, the hole on Cr i
screened by a substantial increase in the bonding charact
the ligand orbitals. This leads to a total number of 4.2 Crd
electrons, an increase of 0.7 from the ground state wh
there is no 3p hole. Although there is a large CT to th
Cr(3d) that screens the 3p core-hole and although the occu
pation of the Cr 3d orbital in the WF’s for the final, core-
hole states is;4 electrons, it is misleading to describe th
WF’s with this CT as dominated by ad4LI configuration. The
CT in our CI WF’s arises from covalent mixings of thed and
ligand orbitals to form orbitals with bonding and an
bonding character. As expected from the orientations of
t2g andeg d orbitals,23 the covalent mixings are larger foreg
than fort2g symmetries. Thus the dominantly Cr 3d eg have
a larger anti-bonding character and hence a smallerd count
than the 3d t2g orbitals. The lowest 3p-hole state is domi-
nantly t2g

3 while the higher energy states have moreeg char-
acter. Hence theNd value is somewhat, but not dramaticall
lower for these states.

The overall effect of this screening by increasing the
valent character of the cluster orbitals is to reduce the SAI rel

TABLE III. Projected number of Cr 3d electrons,Nd(Proj), in
the initial and lowest 3p-hole final state WF’s of CrO6 .

Initial
Lowest 3p-

hole

Open Shellt2g andeg 2.84 2.75
Total 3.46 4.18
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by similar amounts for all the states included in our man
body CI treatment. The intensity lost from these states
pears in shake-up and shake-off states3,32,33that we have not
included in our model. Many of these states have very la
Erel ;

32 others may be more low-lying.33 Our treatment of the
core-hole screening is quite different from the sem
empirical approach taken in Ref. 21 for cluster models
Cr2O3 where this final state screening is modeled by the
mixing of non-CT,d3, and CT,d4LI , configurations. From
Table III, it is clear that the covalent mixing of Cr 3d with
ligand orbitals for the 3p-hole states leads to a large C
screening of the Cr 3p-hole. It is worth stressing that screen
ing by dn11LI configurations introduces different physic
than when the screening arises because the covalency o
orbitals is changed. The open shell structure and, hence
spin and angular momentum couplings of the dominan
d-shells are not changed dramatically when the degree
covalency is changed. This is especially true when
changes in the character of the open shell orbitals are r
tively modest; in this case the main changes are for
d-shell Coulomb and exchange integrals that will have som
what different values. On the other hand, the change in
number ofd electrons when the screening is due to CT w
the configurationdn11LI must lead to substantially differen
spin and orbital angular momentum coupling of thed shell
electrons. We point out in the Concluding Remarks, wh
we review prior results for the 3s XPS of NiO, that these two
types of final state screening may both be present in a g
system.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present study provides substantial insight into
physical origins of the Cr2O3 3p XPS. In particular, the re-
moval of the spatial degeneracy of the3F initial state of the
isolated Cr31 3d3 cation to a nondegenerate3A2 initial state
in the crystalline environment leads to major changes in
Cr 3p XPS. We note that the ligand field splitting of thed
levels will not cause a change in the degeneracy in the c
of Mn21 where the isolated ion is a nondegenerate6S mul-
tiplet and the ligand field splitting changes this to6A1g , also
nondegenerate. This may explain, at least in part, why
effect of the crystalline environment is not especially lar
for the Mn 2p and 3p XPS in MnO.@2~a!# Also, when the
core hole is in ans-shell, changes in the spatial angular co
pling of the opend shell caused by the ligand field are n
important because the core-hole is totally symmetric. Ho
ever for 3p-holes in other TM’s, the change of thedn degen-
eracy in the initial state, induced by the ligand field splittin
is likely to lead to important changes in the XPS.

Furthermore, our work shows that ligand screening of
core hole on the Cr cation due to changes in the cova
mixing between the Cr 3d and the ligand 2p is quite signifi-
cant. The reasonable agreement of our theoretical Cr 3p XPS
for the embedded CrO6 cluster with experiment suggests th
the shake satellites due to this screening may be at hig
energies than normally examined in the XPS experime
However, a calculation where configurations to repres
these shake states are included is required in order to f
2-4
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support this supposition. It is appropriate to ask about
generality of the importance of the screening of core-ho
by the covalent mixing of TMd and ligand 2p orbitals.
Because there is only very limited theoretical informati
available, a detailed comparison of the character of the c
hole screening among different TM oxides cannot be ma
However, a partial and limited comparison of the screen
for Cr2O3 , described in this paper, with the screening
NiO, described in previous papers13,34 on embedded NiO6
cluster models, is possible. Although our Cr2O3 results are
for the screening of the TM 3p-hole and the earlier NiO
results are for the screening of the TM 3s-hole, the compari-
son is meaningful since both the Cr 3p and Ni 3s are core
orbitals. For NiO, the total number ofd electrons, as given
by projection31 on HF WF’s for the initial state and the low
est 3s-hole states, isNd(Proj)58.13 and 8.32 for the initia
and 3s-hole states, respectively. Recall that for Ni21, in
ionic materials, the nominal number ofd electrons is 8 and
the d configuration is 3d8. Thus, the values ofNd(Proj)
show a very different covalent character for Ni than for C
see Table III. In particular, for Cr, the covalent screening
the core-hole increases the number of electrons in thed
shell by 0.7, while for Ni, this screening only increases t
number of 3d electrons by 0.2 electrons. On the other ha
for NiO, the mixing of d8 and d9LI 3s-hole configurations
makes major contributions to the XPS and a meaningful
terpretation of the Ni 3s XPS of NiO cannot be made unles
this mixing is taken into account.13,34 Unfortunately, we do
not haveab initio results regarding the equivalentd3 and
d4LI mixing for the 3p-hole states of Cr2O3 . However, this
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